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ABSTRACT. We characterize those positive linear operators with positive in-

verse for which the dominated ergodic estimate holds. We also prove that for

such operators one has mean and a.e. convergence.

1. Introduction. Akcoglu proved [1] a Dominated Ergodic Theorem for pos-

itive contractions in Lp, 1 < p < oo. It seems natural to try to extend this result

to power bounded operators, but this is still an open problem. Brunei and Emilion

[3] have shown that a positive answer to the above problem would imply an ergodic

theorem for operators having uniformly bounded averages.

Recently, the authors proved [8] that if T is an invertible positive linear oper-

ator with positive inverse on Lp, 1 < p < oo, of a tr-finite measure space then

supn>o ||(2n + 1)_1 Y17=-nTl\\p < oo implies that a dominated ergodic theorem

holds for the maximal operator supn>0(2n + 1)_1 J27=-n I^VI- In this note we

see that the same holds for the averages (n+ 1)_1 ^"=0^ an(^tne corresponding

maximal operator. Therefore our result generalizes Akcoglu's theorem to mean

bounded operators when T and T_1 are positive. As a consequence, we get a.e.

convergence of the averages. Since there are examples of Feder [6] and Assani [2]

which show that this is false if the positivity is dropped, our result closes the case

of invertible operators, and seems to indicate that the corresponding theorem for

power bounded operators (invertible or not) might be true.

Throughout this paper T will denote a positive linear operator with positive

inverse on Lp, 1 < p < oo, C will mean a positive constant not necessarily the same

at each occurrence, and N and Z will stand for the set of natural integers and the

set of integers respectively.

2. The dominated estimate. Let (X,S~,p) be a cr-finite measure space and

let T be an invertible positive linear operator on Lp => LP(X,S~,p), with 1 < p <

oo, and suppose T~1 is also positive. Then, as is well known [7], T and T_1 are

Lamperti operators and they have the following properties:

(a) For each integer i, there exists a positive function gi such that

Tlf = glS1f    and    gl+3 = g&gj

where 5 is a positive and multiplicative invertible linear map acting on measurable

functions.
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(b) For each integer i, there exists a positive function J¿ such that

Ji+1 = JiSlJj    and     /   JiSlfdp= I   f dp.
Jx Jx

(c) For each integer i, the adjoint of T% is the operator

(Tiyf = (g-i)-1J-iS-if.
From these properties we have the following:

(d) If hi = g-pJ1 then ¡x \rf\phi dß = fx \f\p dp.
(e) Let q = (1 — p-1)-1 be the conjugate exponent of p. Then for every / > 0

in Lq

hi{T jg-iy-i = rT-iyf

For every pair of naturals, fc and n, we will consider the average TktTl defined by

Tktnf = (n + k + l)-1 Y^ Tlf
i=-k

and the maximal operator M+ defined by

M+/ = sup7o,n|/|.
n>0

Our main theorem establishes that supn>0 ||7oin||p < oo implies that a domi-

nated ergodic theorem holds for the maximal operator M+. The proof will need

the following result about weights for the one-sided Hardy-Littlewood maximal

function in Z (see [9]).

LEMMA. /// is a function on Z, let f*(j) - sup„>0(n + 1)_1 Yh=o l/(* +•?)!•
Let w be a positive function on Z. There exists a constant C > 0 such that for any

f
OO OO

(i) £ \r(i)\pHi)<c J2 i/(oimo
i = — CO i = — oo

if and only if w satisfies the following condition:

A+ : There exists a constant C > 0 such that for any integer j and any natural

k
k /Ik \p-1

(2) Y,w(i + j)    5>1"'(,' + » <C(* + 1)*.
¿=0 \i=k )

REMARK. Observe that the A+ condition is equivalent to saying that there

exists a constant C > 0 such that for any j, r and fc, with 0 < r < fc,

(3) ¿W(*+J)(¿v'1"*(*+/))     <c(k + iy.
1=0 \i=r )

The constants in (1), (2) and (3) are functions of p and of each other alone.

We will say that a positive function w on N satisfies A+ (N) if there exists a

constant C > 0 such that (3) holds for any j, r and fc with 0 < r < k and j > 0. It

can be proved that A+ (N) characterizes the good weights for the maximal operator

defined on functions on N (observe that in this case we cannot take r "the middle

point" between 0 and fc).

Under the above assumptions and notations we have the following theorem.
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(2.1) THEOREM.   The following are equivalent.

(i) There exists a constant C > 0 such that for any f in Lp

f \M+f\pdp<C [ \f\pdp.
Jx Jx

(ii) There exists a constant C > 0 such that for any f in Lp

sup f \T0,nf\pdp<C [ \f\pdp.
n>0Jx Jx

(iii) For almost all x, the function defined on Z by i —» hi(x) satisfies A+ with

a constant independent of x.

(iv) For almost all x, the function defined on N by i —> ht(x) satisfies A+(N)

with a constant independent of x.

PROOF. It is clear that (ii) follows from (i).

(iii) implies (i). Assume that / is nonnegative and consider for each N > 0 the

truncated maximal operator M^f(x) = supn<Ar To,„|/|(a;). By property (d) we

get, if L is a natural number,

(4) / \M+f\pdp= /(L + l)-1¿[r(M+/)p/itíIp.
Jx Jx

It is clear that there exist pairwise disjoint sets A0,..., A^ such that M^(f(x) =

ESLoXAiWTojfix). Then T\M+f)(x) = Zf=QTi{XAiT0,jf)(x). Since T* is
positive and separates supports

r(xAjT*M*) < XEij(x)Tt(To,jf)(x) < XE,1(x)M+(Ttf)(x)

for suitable pairwise disjoint En,..., Eín. Therefore

(5) T(M%f)<M+(Tf).

On the other hand, for every i with 0 < i < L

(6) M*{Tf)(x) < (Hx)*(i)

where Hx is the function on Z defined by Hx(i) = T% f(x)x[o,N+L](i) and X[o,n+l]

is the characteristic function of the interval [0, N + L] on Z. Then, by (4), (5) and

(6),

(7) / ]M+f\pdp< [ (L + l)-1   £ [(Hxy(i)]phi(x)dp.

Now, by (iii) and the lemma

oo N + L

£ [(^)*(¿)]"Ai(i) < C ¿ [Tf(x)]pht(x).
t=—oo i=0

Then, this inequality, (7) and property (d) give

/ \M+f\pdp<C(N + L + l)(L + l)-1 f fpdp.
Jx Jx
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Letting L and then N tend to infinity we get (i).

(ii) implies (iii). Let j and fc be integers with 0 < fc. By duality we have

(8) [ \T0,2kf\pdp<C f \f\pdp.
Jx Jx

(9) f \T^2kf\qdp<C ( \f\qdp.
Jx Jx

Assume p < 2. By (8) and (9) we have that the operators P: f -> [T0,2a:|/|?"1]p"1

and Q: f —* T0*2fc/ are bounded in Lq. Clearly Q is subadditive and so is P for

p < 2. Let wq be any positive function in Lq. Define for i > 1,

wl = (2C)-1(P + Q)(wi-i).

Since the L^-norm of u>i is bounded by the norm of u>o it is clear that the series

2°^02_tt/;¿ defines a positive function w in Lq. From the definition of w follows

that Pw < Cw and Qw < Cw which can be written

(10) T0,2fcW?_1 < Cw"'1    and    T0*2fcu> < Cw.

If p > 2, one just changes the roles of p and q. In any case we get a positive function

w such that (10) holds.

Now, if j < i < j + k the first inequality of (10) and the positivity of Tl give

j + 2k

(fc+1)-1   J2  Tswq-1 <CTlwq~l    a.e.

s=j+k

Raising to 1 - p, multiplying by (T~l)*w and summing over i we get

(ii)     J2(T-tyw(T'w'i-iy-p
i=j

(\   1-P

(fc+i)-1 J2 T3™"'1)   J2(T~lï*w ae-
s=j+k J i=j

On the other hand, if j + k < i < j + 2fc the second inequality of (10) and the

positivity of (T~')* give

j+k

(k + i)-lY,{T~sYw<ciT~lYw  a-e-

S=]

Raising to 1 — q, multiplying by Tlwq~l and summing over i we get

j+2k

(12)       J2 ((T-ywy-iTw"-1
i=j+k

(j+k \ 1~q  j+2k

(k+l)-1^2(T-syw\ ^ W-1    a.e.

s=j J i=j+k
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If we raise both sides of (12) to the (p - l)st power, put it together with (11) and

keep in mind property (e), we have

-iP-i

<C(fc + l)p    a.e.

j+k

Y^hi(x)
j+2k

i=j+k

Since C is independent of x we have that (iii) is satisfied.

It is clear that (iii) implies (iv). On the other hand, (i) follows from (iv) in the

same way that (i) follows from (iii) but considering Hx defined on N.

As a consequence of Theorem (2.1) we can get the ergodic theorem proved in [8]

for the maximal operator

M/ = supTn,n|/|.
n>0

In order to state and prove the theorem we will need the following definitions

(2.2) DEFINITION. A positive function w onZ satisfies Ap, 1 < p < oo, if there

exists a constant C > 0 such that for any integer j and any natural fc

i. tp-1

^w(i + j)

t=0

Xy-'ti+j)
L¿=0

<C(fc + l)p.

(2.3) DEFINITION. A positive function w onZ satisfies Ap , 1 < p < oo, if there

exists a constant C > 0 such that for any integer j and any natural fc

nP-i

Ew(i
1=0

2fc

;ry-«ij-o
i=k

<c(k + \y.

(2.4) THEOREM.   The following are equivalent.

(i) There exists a constant C > 0 such that for any f in Lp

[ \Mf\pdp<C [ ]f\pdp.
Jx Jx

(ii) There exists a constant C > 0 such that for any f in Lp

sup/ \Tn¡nf\pdu<C [ \f\pdp.
n>0Jx Jx

(iii) For almost all x, the function defined on the integers by i —> hi(x) satisfies

Ap with a constant independent of x.

The theorem follows directly from Theorem (2.1) applied to T and T_1 and from

the following lemma.

(2.5) LEMMA. Let 1 < p < oo. A positive function w on Z satisfies Ap if and

only if satisfies Ap and Ap . Furthermore, if C is a constant for A+ and Ap then

CPC is a constant for Ap where Cp depends only on p.

PROOF OF THE LEMMA. It is clear that Ap implies A+ and A~. Conversely,

for fixed j and fc > 0 we take the smallest natural number r such that

¿™1-*(¿ + i)<2¿W1-*(¿ + i).
¿=o ! = 0
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Then

¿X~9(* + J) ̂  S^w'-'fi + j)
t=0

and therefore

X w^ + ñ
i=0

]£>*-«(»+j)
i=0

p-1

<2p_1Xiy(î' + i)
i=0

J2^-q(i+j)
p—1

+ 2p-1J2w(i + j) w
1-9

(i + J)
i=0

p-1

<C(fc + l)p

since w satisfies Ap  and A~.   The statement about the constants follows easily

from the proof.

3. Almost everywhere and mean convergence. As usual, the dominated

estimate allows to get results about mean and a.e. convergence

(3.1) THEOREM, (a) The averages T0,n are uniformly bounded in Lp, 1 < p <

oo, if and only if for every f in Lp the averages To,nf converge in the Lp-norm.

(b) If the averages To,n are uniformly bounded in Lp, 1 < p < oo, then for every

f in Lp the averages To,nf converge a.e.

PROOF, (a) By [4, Corollary VIII.5.4] it suffices to show that if the averages T0,n

are uniformly bounded in Lp, 1 < p < oo, then limn_00 ||n_1Tn/||p = 0 for charac-

teristic functions of sets of finite measure. First, we claim that limn-^» n~lTn f = 0

a.e. In order to prove this, we need the following property of functions that satisfy

A+: if w satisfies A+ then there exists e > 0, which depends only on the constant

in the A+ condition, such that w satisfies Ap_e (see [9]).

Now, if the averages To,n are uniformly bounded then by Theorem (2.1) the

function defined on Z by i —► hi(x) satisfies A+ with a constant independent of

x. Therefore, there is e > 0 such that the same functions satisfy A^_£ with con-

stant independent of x. According to Theorem (2.1), this means that the maximal

operator M+(T£) associated with the transformation

T€f(x) = [gi (x)]TSf(x)   where r = p/(p - e)

is bounded in Lp-S. Writing

,-i^i/rn-'Tfix) = n-1ffn(x)5"/(a;) = n-£/p(grn(x)Snf(x)n-1)

and using the fact that the second factor is dominated by [M+(T£)f(x)\1^T, which

is finite a.e., we have that n~1Tnf(x) converges to 0 a.e. On the other hand,

n~lTnf is dominated pointwise by M+f which is an Lp-function. Therefore, by

the dominated convergence theorem we have that n~lTnf converges to 0 in the

L0-norm.
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(b) By (a) and [4, Corollary VIII.5.2] we have that the set of functions of the

type h + f — Tf with h invariant and / simple is dense in Lp. The a.e. convergence

is clear for the invariant functions and it follows for the functions / — Tf with /

simple from the proof of (a). Then by Banach Principle we have that the averages

To,n/ converge a.e. for every / in Lp.

As an easy corollary we get the theorems about convergence of the averages Tn „

(see [8]).

(3.2) COROLLARY, (a) The averages Tn>n are uniformly bounded in Lp, 1 <

p < oo, if and only if for every f in Lp the averages Tn,n converge in the Lp-norm.

(b) // the averages T„jn are uniformly bounded in Lv, 1 < p < oo, then for every

f in Lp the averages Tn<n converge a.e.

REMARK. Statement (a) in Theorem (3.1) is a particular case of Theorem 4.2

in [5].
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